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Experiments aiming to detect coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering present opportunities to probe
new light weakly-coupled states, such as sub-GeV mass dark matter, in several extensions of the
Standard Model. These states can be produced along with neutrinos in the collisions of protons
with the target, and their production rate can be enhanced if there exists a light mediator produced
on-shell. We consider the sensitivity reach of the COHERENT experiment at SNS, which recently
observed coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering, to light dark matter interacting with the Standard
Model via a light vector mediator coupled to the electromagnetic current.
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Probing light dark sectors with coherent
neutrino-nucleus scattering

Adam Ritz

Dark sectors

1. Introduction

2. Light dark states
Light thermal relic dark matter, with a mass below a few GeV, generically requires new annihilation channels with light mediators in order not to over-close the universe. The simplest mediators
couple via the renormalizable portal interactions.
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The cosmic neutrino background constitutes an example of relic dark matter (DM). Although
relativistic at decoupling, and playing a sub-dominant role in structure formation, neutrinos are
otherwise characteristic of a cosmic relic that can undergo elastic scattering with nuclei. While the
small mass and low temperature of the cosmic neutrino background makes this scattering channel
a very challenging target for detection, the signature of coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering served
as the initial template for the signatures used in underground dark matter detectors [1].
Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) is, of course, of considerable interest
in its own right. An accurate determination of the cross section may allow an independent measurement of the low-energy value of the weak mixing angle θW . Moreover, deviations may signal
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) in the neutrino sector, often parametrized as NSI - nonstandard neutrino interactions (see e.g. [2]). The experimental activity directed towards CEνNS has
intensified recently, focusing on stopped-pion source of neutrinos [3], and this year the COHERENT
experiment at the SNS announced the first direct detection of CEνNS [4].
With the close analogy between CEνNS and dark matter scattering in mind, it should not be
a surprise that proposals to measure coherent neutrino scattering in high luminosity fixed target
experiments are also well suited to searching for new light states other than the SM neutrinos.
Here we review some work [5], showing that modern fixed target proposals designed to observe
and measure CEνNS are also sensitive to generic models of light dark matter in the 1–100 MeV
mass range. More generally, the use of high intensity proton-beam fixed target neutrino oscillation
experiments [6, 7, 8, 9] and also electron-beam fixed target experiments (see e.g. [10, 11] for recent
reviews) has recently been highlighted as a means to probe the light dark matter parameter space,
and a dedicated beam-dump run was recently carried out at the MiniBooNE experiment [12, 13].
In order not to over-produce light dark matter in the early universe, consistent models generically
require a relatively light force carrier mediating the interaction between the SM and dark sector,
and providing an efficient annihilation channel [14]. The light mass scale of the mediator, in turn,
increases the production rate of light DM in fixed target collisions.
In the remainder of this contribution, we will review the sensitivity of COHERENT and similar
facilities to light sub-GeV dark matter following [5], updating those results with the recent direct
CEνNS measurement. We will focus on a simple benchmark light dark matter model, with a light
kinetically-mixed dark photon [15]. This class of models is well motivated on effective field theory
grounds since a kinetically mixed vector is one of the few renormalizable portal couplings to a
neutral hidden sector. In the following sections we define this model more precisely, and then
analyze the sensitivity of CEνNS experiments to production of the vector mediator in the target
through both pion decay in flight and charged pion capture, with subsequent on- or off-shell decay
to dark matter which then scatters coherently (or incoherently) off nuclei in the target.
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2.1 Benchmark model for light dark matter
The model we study uses a spontaneously broken U(1)0 gauge symmetry in the hidden sector,
leading to a massive vector Vµ which is kinetically mixed with the photon [16], and dark matter is
a hidden scalar or fermion χ charged under U(1)0 . At low energies, the Lagrangian is given by
1
1
κ
L = Lχ − Vµν V µν + mV2 Vµ V µ − V µν Fµν + · · ·
4
2
2

(1)

with
(Dirac fermion DM)

|Dµ χ|2 − m2χ |χ|2 ,

(Complex scalar DM),

where D = ∂ − ig0 qeV , with g0 (qe ) the U(1)0 gauge coupling (charge), and the ellipsis denotes
terms associated with the spontaneous breaking of U(1)0 , which will not be important here.
While we will consider kinematics with both on- and off-shell mediators, it is important to
note that when the vector V can decay on-shell to dark matter, mV > 2mχ , a light complex scalar
DM candidate (which we shall focus on) is less constrained by the impact of annihilation on the
CMB, as it is p-wave suppressed.

3. Production and detection of light states
3.1 Fixed target production modes
Having in mind the relatively low beam energy at the SNS, we will account for a number of
production modes from meson decay.
(i) π 0 decay in flight:- A dominant production mode in the forward direction utilizes radiative π 0
decay,
π 0 −→ γ +V (∗) −→ γ + χ † + χ.
(1)
We allow for on- or off-shell V ∗ → χ † χ decays, with
Γπ 0 →γ χ † χ =

1
4πmπ

Z

dΠπ 0 →γV dΠV →χ † χ dq2 |M |2 ,

|M |2 =

κ 2 α 0 α 2 f (q2 , p · k1 , p · k2 )
,
π fπ2 [(q2 − mV2 )2 + mV2 ΓV2 ]

(2)

where f =(q2 −4m2χ )(m2π −q2 )2 −4q2 (p · k1 −p · k1 )2 . Here p/q are the photon/V momenta, and k1,2
are the momenta of the dark sector particles in the final state, so that q = k1 + k2 .
(ii) π − capture:- In addition to radiative pion decays, an isotropic production mode involves π −
capture on protons, through a version of the Panofsky process
π − + p −→ n +V (∗) −→ n + χ † + χ.

(3)

This mode provides an approximately monochromatic source of V , which gives an isotropic source
of dark matter with a ‘rectangular’ energy distribution in the lab frame. It is particularly relevant for
detectors located at large angles relative to the beam axis, as is the case for the CEνNS proposals.
We utilize data from [17], which shows a sharp radiative peak with energy E ∼ 130 MeV.
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Lχ =

(
iχ̄ 6Dχ − mχ χ̄ χ,
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A Monte Carlo code is used to calculate the angular acceptance and energy distribution of
the dark matter particles generated through the previously discussed production channels. The
π 0 production distribution, assumed to be well approximated by an average of the π + and π −
Burman-Smith distributions, is sampled to generate π 0 decays in flight. The number of charged
pions produced at the SNS is: Nπ − = 0.05 × p.o.t, Nπ + = 0.17 × p.o.t. [3], where the number of
protons on target (p.o.t.) for a year’s running is ∼ 1023 .
3.2 Nuclear Scattering Rate

2mN EEχ −m2χ (E−Eχ )
dσχN
(N)
= 4πκ 2 αα 0 qe GD (Q2 ) 2
+···
dEχ
(E − m2χ )(mV2 + Q2 )

(4)

where Eχ is now the energy of the recoiling DM particle, while Q2 = 2mN (E − Eχ ) is the momen(N)
tum transfer. GD (Q2 ) the Sachs form-factor, and qe the electric charge of the nucleon N = p, n.
The ellipsis denotes terms associated with the nucleon dipole form-factors, which are generally
subleading (for protons) and are neglected here to simplify the presentation. However, the full results incorporating these extra terms are given in [7, 18], and are included in the numerical analysis
below.
Of particular interest in the present analysis is the possibility of coherent scattering off nuclei
in the detector, for light vector masses. We can write the overall nuclear scattering cross section in
the form


Z E max
χ
dσχn
dσχ p
σχA (E) =
+ fn (q2 )
(5)
dEχ f p (q2 )
dEχ
dEχ
Eχmin
p
where q = 2M(E − Eχ ) is the nuclear recoil momentum, with E the initial kinetic energy. The
form factors fN=p,n (q2 ) = nN for q2 > (50 MeV)2 , and we utilize the Helm form-factor at small
momentum transfer, so that fN=p,n (q2 ) = n2N |FHelm (q2 )| for q2 < (50 MeV)2 , where n p = Z, nn =
(A − Z) for U(1)0 , in terms of the atomic number and mass of the nucleus.
We initially consider a hypothetical detector geometry for COHERENT: A cylindrical 1 tonne
CsI detector located twenty meters away from the target at a right angle to the beam-line direction.
We also consider the current experimental setup with a 14.6 kg detector situated in the “neutrino
alley”. The expected scattering signal was calculated by iterating over all dark matter 4-momenta
generated by the production Monte Carlo that intersect the detector. Energies for recoiling nuclei
are selected by sampling (5), and those that do not pass the kinematic cuts chosen for each experiment are discarded. Minimum recoil energy cuts were chosen such that the prompt neutrino
background is minimized. For COHERENT, a cut of Erecoil > 16 keV was adopted. Incoherent
nucleon scattering was also considered for q2 > (50 MeV)2 , and its contribution to the total signal
was negligible for mV < mπ 0 . The total number of signal events can be written as
!
Nχ
NAχ→Aχ = nA εeff ∑
Li σAχ,i ,
2Ntrials ∑
i
prod.
chans.
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Depending on the momentum exchanged, scattering off nuclei can be either coherent or incoherent. Given that coherent scattering dominates for low momentum transfer, it is simplest to
model the transition with a form-factor as is used in direct detection.
For incoherent scattering off nucleons, the leading term in the cross section has the form,
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Figure 1: Sensitivity contours for scattering events at COHERENT (SNS), with the three green-shaded contour regions
corresponding to 1 event (light), 10 events (medium) and 1000 events (dark). On the left, we show the sensitivity with the
current 14.6 kg detector (the 1-event contour just crosses the existing limit from LSND), and on the right the projected
sensitivity with a 1 tonne CsI detector. In grey are exclusions from other sources (see [5, 9] details), and the black
contour indicates the parameters required to ensure the correct dark matter relic density.

where A =Li, Cs, and εeff is the detection efficiency for events within the detector volume (we
assume 50%). The inner sum is over all dark matter 4-momenta pi generated by the production
Monte Carlo, Li is the length of the intersection between the dark matter trajectory (with momentum
pi ) and the detector (Li = 0 if the trajectory does not pass through the detector), σAχ is the scattering
cross section (5) between χ and the nucleus A, Ntrials is the total number of decays generated by
the production Monte Carlo and Nχ = 2Nπ 0 ,π − Br(π 0 , π − → χ χ † X) is the number of dark matter
particles produced, where X includes any non-hidden sector end products.

4. Sensitivity at SNS
We present the results for COHERENT in Fig. (1), showing sensitivity contours corresponding
to 1, 10 and 100 events. On the left, we update the results of [5], showing the projected sensitivity
with a hypothetical 1 tonne CsI detector, which is impressive, while on the right we show the actual
sensitivity of the current experiment with a 14.6 kg detector. The latter contours suggest sensitivity
slightly below that of experiments such as LSND to models in this class, but it is important to bear
in mind that those experiments rely on electron scattering, while COHERENT only utilizes the coupling to nucleons. The computation uses cuts on the recoil energy spectrum designed to remove the
coherent neutrino scattering background, and thus we anticipate that the actual sensitivity should
be quite good, potentially at the O(few) event level. However, a full analysis would be required to
determine the full background in more detail.
This sensitivity to light dark matter provides an added motivation to pursue CEνNS experiments of this kind, beyond those associated with detecting and precisely measuring the coherent
neutrino-nucleus scattering cross section.
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